Enjoy the life without plans
I prefer not to make any plans for my free time. The reason that is –without
planning activities for my leisure time, I can enjoy the slow pace of time, do the thing
I’ve just thought.
Plans can never catch changes. No matter how well your plan is, it will still have
some trifling things that affect your mood for leisure time. For example, you plan to
go bird-seeing on this weekend. You surfed the internet three days before, searching
information for finding an excellent place. You ask your friend for lending you the
telescope, he said yes definitely. And you even have decided what to wear, what to
bring that day, starting to imagine how wonderful the weekend will. All the things
have set, just wait for the weekend comes.
Bur things are never going so smoothly, the weather forecast says that the place
you’re planning to go will have a big rain; you friend call you that he can’t lend you
the telescope because his daughter need that for going to the concert; your boss give
you an emergency call, says that you have to hand on a project on Monday. Obviously,
your perfect plan for weekend is almost ruined. All you can do is wearing the raincoat,
see the ordinary swallows flying through and worry about the project you need to
finish.
So, not to planning any activities seems to be a better choice. I have many
experience about having a good free time without any plans. Once, I just slept over
the morning, so I took a walk, I heard the bird chirping, saw the kids playing happily,
and I climbed on an old big tree, feeling the wind blew through my face, enjoying the
beautiful scene from the tree. How wonderful it was! To my surprise, and adorable
squirrel suddenly showed up, and he even jumped through my leg, giving a good
chance for watching it. That was really a best leisure time I’ve had.

I strongly recommend everyone to have one time, not planning anything for
your free time, and you’ll find another wonders this way.

